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Abstract
A write channel model is constructed for bitpatterned-media (BPM) recording. The model takes
arbitrary binary data as input and generates the
corresponding written magnetization waveform. The
model allows investigation of characteristics and
impact of bit errors due to imperfections in the
lithography process as well as write misssynchronization. Simulation results successfully
demonstrate missing bit and deletion/insertion error
characteristics of BPM recording.
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1. Introduction
Bit-patterned-media (BPM) recording is a highly
promising next generation magnetic recording
technology that can achieve the areal density over
1Tb/in2. The magnetic disk in BPM recording is
patterned to form an array of discrete island domains of
magnetic material. One bit of information is typically
stored in each island. The remaining area of the disk is
non-magnetic. Due to this reason, the island position
and size are very important in constructing a write
channel model. In this paper, we construct a write
channel model for BPM recording. The model takes
arbitrary binary data as input and generates the
corresponding written magnetization waveform. The
model allows investigation of characteristics and
impact of bit errors and insertion/deletion, due to
imperfections in the lithography process as well as
write miss-synchronization. BPM write channel
modeling basically amounts to modeling the
lithography process and then the magnetization process.
The lithography process model generates an array of
island domains with their positions and sizes randomly
distributed with user-specified probability distribution
functions. Our simulation results successfully
demonstrate missing bit and deletion/insertion error
characteristics of BPM recording.

2. Proposed Method
To model the write magnetization process, a write
bubble is assumed to keep overwriting the islands
under its influence as it moves in small discrete steps
along the track. The head movement across the track is
also allowed in the model. The two-dimensional path
of the write bubble is obtained via linear interpolation
of the discrete positions of the write bubble
corresponding to the center positions of the write
window, as determined by the external write clock
signal. The write-clock-generated bubble positions
have both deterministic and random noise components,
which are statistically independent of the random
position and size parameters of the lithography process.
An island is assumed to be completely magnetized in
either direction with no partial overwrite possibilities.
To determine the direction of the written magnetization
of an island, the Zeeman energy is computed by
performing a three-dimensional integration over the
volume of the island on the product of the userspecified head field gradient function and the medium
magnetization function [1]. The Zeeman energy loaded
onto the island by head-field H is denoted by
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is the island magnetization and
the volume of the island. The vector x represents three
orthogonal directions: along the track, across the track
and along the vertical direction. We assume
0 off the island and
1 on the
island (only the vertical-component exists). With these
assumptions (1) simplifies to
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is the cross-section of the island in the
where
is a scalar representing the
xy-plane and
effective write-field. The Zeeman energy is then
compared with a switching field distribution (SFD)

function to determinee whether thhe island willl be
overwritteen.
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The SFD
D itself is assuumed random with certain m
mean
and variaance, to reflectt local fluctuattion of the meedium
propertiess.
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A correspponding pseuddo code descrription of the write
process iss given as folloows:

position, and let ∆ , ∆ an
nd ∆ be ranndom jitters
asssociated with the island. Fiig. 1 shows thhe particular
sim
mulation resuults represennting missingg bit error
chaaracteristics of BPM reccording undeer different
am
mounts of lithhography jitteer and SFD fluctuations.
f
Thhe write jitterr is assumed fixed in thiis particular
sim
mulation. Thee figure shoows top-downn views of
maagnetized diskk regions. Thhe medium is first DCeraased in one diirection. Unifform bits are tthen written
ontto the mediuum so as to reverse the magnetized
dirrection. Part (a) representts a recordingg condition
corrresponding tto low lithoggraphy jitter ( ∆ /
0.0
05, ∆ /
0
0.05, ∆ /
0.01 and low SFD
fluuctuations ( ∆ /
0.02 . Part (b) corrresponds to
low
w lithographyy jitter (same as above) andd high SFD
fluuctuations ( ∆ /
0.2 . P
Parts (c) and (d) represent
higgh lithography jitter ( ∆ /
0.1, ∆ /
0.1
1, ∆ /
0.1
1 /low SFD fluctuationss and high
lithhography jitteer/high SFD ffluctuations, rrespectively.
In all cases, the normalized w
write jitter is fixed
f
at 0.05
d
in both x and y directions.
The missing bbit error effect is shown cleearly in parts
(b)), (c) and (d) w
with the most errors captureed in part (d).
Thhe random possition jitter andd the size flucctuations are
eviident in parts ((c) and (d).
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Go tto 3.

4. Simu
ulation Resu
ults
Assum
me that each issland stays innside a rectanggle of
dimensionn
by
ccentered aroound its nom
minal

Fiig. 1: Sample magnetizatioon waveformss generated
u
under differen
nt noise envirronments: thee red dots
represent erroneously m
magnetized isslands.
Lithoggraphy jitter//SFD variatioon:
(a) L
L/L (b) L/H (c) H/L (d) H/H
H
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